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DAVID CUMMISKEY 

CONSEQUENTIALISM, EGOISM, AND THE MORAL 

LAW 

(Received 2 August, 1988) 

I. KANT ON UTILITARIANISM 

It is often claimed that Kant rejected utilitarianism. The basis for this 
claim, however, is not entirely clear. It would, of course, be foolish to 
deny that Kant's ethical writings have a distinctly non-utilitarian flavor. 
One clear example is his discussion of punishment (1797a: 331-334) 
and another example is his essay "On the Alleged Right to Tell a Lie 
from a Benevolent Motive"'. In these cases, and many others, Kant 
exhibits his non-consequentialist tendencies. Furthermore, Kant's 
supreme principle of morality, the categorical imperative, is not the 
principle of utility. Indeed, Kant claims that all of "the confusions of 
philosophers concerning the supreme principle of morals" results from 
their failure to see "that the moral law is that which first defines the 
concept of the good" (1788: 64). In contrast to teleological accounts of 
moral reasons, Kant's "second proposition" in the first chapter of the 
Groundwork states. 

An action done from duty has its moral worth, not in the purpose to be attained by it, 
but in the maxim with which it is decided upon ... the moral worth of an action does 
not depend on the result expected from it, and so too does not depend on any principle 
of action that needs to borrow its motive from this expected result ... nothing but the 
idea of the law in itself, which admittedly is present only in a rational being ... can 
constitute the pre-eminent good we call moral (1785:400-401). 

Kant argues that the moral worth of an action done from duty does not 
depend on the consequences of the action, but depends only on the 
legislative form of the maxim. He concludes that the principle of right, 
which determines the moral permissibility of maxims of action, is "the 
categorical imperative ... act only on that maxim through which you 
can at the same time will that it should become a universal law" (1785: 
421). It thus seems that one of Kant's central claims is that the moral 
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law (the right) is not to be understood as that which maximizes the 
good. If Kant is correct, then it would seem that utilitarianism, and any 
other consequentialist normative principle, is misguided. It is thus 
claimed that Kantian deontology involves a priority of the right over the 
good and thus at the most fundamental level it opposes classical 
utilitarian teleology. 

Nonetheless, a careful reading of Kant reveals that he did not 
adequately consider utilitarianism or other consequentialist normative 
theories. A consequentialist normative theory is any theory which 
asserts that the fundamental normative principle directs us to bring 
about good ends. Kant's arguments focus on questions of moral motiva- 
tion and the justification of normative principles, but not on the 
structure of the principle of right. Kant argues that the determining 
ground of the will must be a formal principle of duty, but even if the 
arguments for this conclusion succeed, they do not show that the 
material or content of the basic normative principle does not involve 
promoting the good. In short, Kant's arguments may show that a moral 
agent does not promote the good because of inclination, but they do 
not rule out a duty-based consequentialism: that is, a duty-based 
justification of a principle of right which is consequentialist in structure. 
Indeed, most of his arguments are fully consistent with such a con- 
clusion. 

Kant did not defend normative consequentialism. Indeed, he seems 
to interpret the content of the principle of right such that it generates 
agent-centered constraints on the pursuit of moral goals. But, if the 
arguments which follow are correct, then it will be an open question 
whether the form and content of the moral law generate such con- 
straints. The answer will turn on controversial considerations which are 
independent from Kant's discussion of moral motivation and the form 
of the moral law - for example, the adequacy of the distinction 
between perfect and imperfect duties, the extent of required aid to 
others, and the scope of acceptable or required coercion in the enforce- 
ment of the moral law. In another paper, I have argued that these 
aspects of Kant's normative theory do not succeed in generating agent- 
centered constraints. In this paper, I intend to show that this conclusion 
is compatible with Kant's discussion of the legislative form of the moral 
law, his theory of the good, and his account of moral motivation.2 Since 
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contemporary ethical theorists consider Kant's arguments in the 
Groundwork and the Critique of Practical Reason as straightforwardly 
anti-consequentialist, it is important to correct this misconception. 

In section (II), I discuss Kant's account of the good will and his 
distinction between purposes adopted from inclination and purposes 
adopted from a sense of duty and, in section (III), I discuss Kant's 
related distinction between formal and material maxims. In these two 
sections, I argue that, since the formal/material distinction has to do 
with the motivation of a moral agent and not the content of the moral 
law, consequentialist normative principles need not be material prin- 
ciples. In section (IV), I argue that Kant's theory of the good is 
consistent with a consequentialist normative principle. In addition, I 
argue that Kant's arguments for his conclusions about the good do not 
rule out any non-egoist consequentialist principle. These three sections 
establish that there are good reasons for doubting that Kant's argu- 
ments demonstrate the inadequacy of normative consequentialism. In 
sections (V)-(VI), I consider three arguments from the Critique of 
Practical Reason which purport to establish that the moral law must be 
a formal principle. In each case we shall see that Kant's conclusions are 
compatible with a consequentialist interpretation of the matter or 
content of the moral law. In addition, I maintain that Kant's point was 
to establish that moral motivation, unlike empirical motivation, is not 
based on subjective desire or the pleasure we experience when our 
inclinations are satisfied. Kant's target was a sophisticated form of 
hedonistic rational egoism, not consequentialism. It is thus not surpris- 
ing that Kant's arguments for the formality of the moral law fail to 
provide good reasons for rejecting normative consequentialism. 

II. THE GOOD WILL AND CONSEQUENTIALISM 

H. J. Paton has claimed that as a consequence of a valid argument in 
the first chapter of the Groundwork, Kant "rejects all forms of utilitar- 
ianism".3 Since Paton does not formulate the alleged argument, let us 
consider Kant's various remarks and see if they provide a reason for 
rejecting consequentialist normative principles. 

Kant does claim that "a good will is not good because of what it 
effects or accomplishes - because of its fitness for attaining some 
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proposed end" (1785: 394), "the moral worth of an action does not 
depend on the result expected from it, and so too does not depend on 
any principle of action that needs to borrow its motive from this 
expected result" (1785: 401). There are three conclusions here: (i) Kant 
correctly argues that the moral worth of an action, in so far as it reflects 
on the agent, does not depend on the actual effects or consequences of 
the action; but (ii) he does not demonstrate the additional conclusion 
that its worth does not depend on the result the agent expected from 
the action; and (iii) he does not demonstrate that the good will is not 
good because of its fitness for attaining some proposed end; that is, its 
tendency to bring about good effects or consequences. 

Leaving aside the problem of negligence, a consequentialist can 
accept the first conclusion: an agent is praised or blamed for what she 
conscientiously strives to accomplish; if the goal was good and the 
means was the best the agent could forsee, then she has done all she 
can; her conduct is admirable, the consequences be what they may. A 
consequentialist can maintain that the practice of praising or blaming 
on the basis of an agent's intentions, rather than actual consequences, is 
the best means of promoting the good. The first of Kant's conclusions is 
compatible with the thesis that a good will strives to bring abut the best 
possible outcomes. Indeed, a good will may be good because it has a 
propensity to bring about good ends. It does not produce good conse- 
quences in every case; but it is still a reliable source of good conse- 
quences. An additional argument is necessary to show that a good will 
is not good because of its fitness for bringing about good consequences. 
Since only this additional conclusion conflicts with consequentialism 
and since we shall see that it does not follow from Kant's arguments, 
Kant has not produced a valid argument sufficient to undermine "all 
forms of utilitarianism". 

Kant presents three related considerations to support his complex 
conclusion. Kant states that (a) we believe that an act performed with 
good intentions has moral worth, and we admire the agent, even when 
no good results (1785: 394); that (b) other natural causes, like the 
weather or the tides can promote good outcomes, yet these events do 
not have the same moral worth as acts performed by conscientious 
moral agents (1785: 401). These two remarks only show that the moral 
worth of an action does not depend on the actual outcome of the 
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action; they do not show that the moral worth of an action has nothing to 
do with its fitness for bringing about good outcomes. Indeed, Christine 
Korsgaard has argued that the point of the above remarks is not to 
refute consequentialism but rather to elucidate the special kind of value 
that we attribute to a good will; Kant's remarks do not refute normative 
consequentialism because they are not intended as arguments against 
consequentialism.4 The question, however, is whether the special value 
of the good will is compatible with consequentialism. Kant's first two 
remarks provide no reason for rejecting normative consequentialism. 

Kant's argument in his preface seems to get to the heart of the 
matter. Kant explains, (c) if an action is to have moral worth it must be 
done from a sense of duty and not simply from a contingent inclination; 
when actions which accord with duty are performed simply because of 
some inclination "the non-moral ground at work will now and then 
produce actions which accord with the law, but very often actions 
which transgress it", when actions are not performed "for the sake of 
the moral law . . . the conformity is only too contingent and precarious" 
(1785: 390; emphasis added). In evaluating the moral worth of an act 
we must consider whether the agent intended to do her duty; it is only 
when an agent intends to do what is right that there is some assurance 
that the act was not just a fortuitous event. An agent's conscientious 
performance of duty is likely to be rooted in a virtuous character and, 
thus, unlike the selfish agent whose actions contingently conform to 
duty, the conscientious agent is likely to continue to act in conformity 
to duty. Of course, even conscientious moral agents are capable of 
error or self-deception; but it is nonetheless more reasonable to count 
on the dutiful conduct of a conscientious moral agent. Clearly, this is 
not a non-consequentialist argument for the goodness of a good will. 
Indeed, here we have the beginning of a consequentialist explanation of 
the moral importance of a good will. 

This consequentialist explanation of the moral importance of the 
good will is in tension with Kant's thesis that the goodness of the good 
will is completely intrinsic to its willing. The issue, however, is whether 
Kant has good reasons for this thesis. Stephen Darwall has commented 
that a more sympathetic interpretation of this last argument would be as 
follows. Unless an agent guides her conduct by her own sense of right, 
it will only be fortuitous that she does what she regards as right (i.e. 
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what is right in her own view). In the above interpretation, the emphasis 
was on the external consequences of the actions. On this interpretation, 
the emphasis is on an agent's internal affirmation of principles and the 
conformity of her acts to these principles. Two points about this version 
of the argument. First, even this version is consequentialist. The idea is 
that moral reasons should supremely regulate an agent's conduct 
because otherwise it will be fortuitous that the agent acts in ways she 
regards as right. The argument still bases the idea of moral autonomy, 
viz., an agent's conduct should be supremely regulated by moral 
reasons, on the greater reliability of the "internal condition" of the 
motive of duty for producing something "external" - right acts. Second, 
the central issue is whether Kant produced a refutation of conse- 
quentialist normative theories. On Darwall's interpretation, the prin- 
ciple the agent affirms may still be a consequentialist normative 
principle. Neither version of this argument provides a reason for 
rejecting the principle of utility, or any other consequentialist principle, 
as a principle of right. On either version, a morally good agent may be 
an agent who conscientiously performs action which tend to produce 
the greatest overall good. 

Kant's first three arguments do not support either the conclusion that 
a good will is not good because of its fitness for furthering good ends or 
the conclusion that the moral law must be purely formal. Perhaps it is 
Kant's "second proposition" in the Groundwork which is supposed to 
refute all forms of consequentialism. Why does Kant claim that the 
moral worth of an action does not depend on the purpose of the action 
or the result expected from the action, but does depend on the maxim 
of the action and the idea of the law? 5 

Immediately prior to presenting the second proposition Kant pre- 
sents four examples of the motive of duty versus inclination; the most 
famous of which is the example of the contrast between the naturally 
sympathetic person and the dutiful philanthropist (1885: 397-399). At 
the beginning of this example Kant states that "to help others where one 
can is a duty;" but he then claims that the actions of sympathetic 
persons in spreading happiness around them have "no genuinely moral 
worth." Kant's philanthropist, on the other hand, has no inclination to 
help others and may even be personally averse to such actions, but 
nonetheless helps those in need because it is a duty. Now Kant has 
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taken much abuse for this example and conclusion,6 but for present 
purposes let us accept Kant's account and see what follows from it. The 
point of the example is to compare two actions both of which have the 
same purpose but which have distinct determining grounds, or maxims. 
The naturally sympathetic person, like the dutiful philanthropist, has 
the immediate purpose of helping others; both individuals help others 
for its own sake and "without any further motive of vanity or self- 
interest". Nonetheless, the immediate reason or motive of their actions 
are distinct. Dutiful persons have the purpose of helping others because 
it is a duty; sympathetic persons have the purpose of helping others 
because "they find an inner pleasure in spreading happiness around 
them". The dutiful person is moved to help others because it is a duty, 
the sympathetic person is moved to help others because it is pleasant. 
In this sense the maxims or determining grounds of the actions are 
distinct even though the purposes are the same. In considering Kant's 
position we must keep in mind this distinction between the purpose of 
the action and the determining ground, maxim, or motive for adopting 
the purpose. Since, according to Kant, an action has moral worth if and 
only if it is done from duty, only the actions of the dutiful person have 
moral worth. Since both the dutiful person and the sympathetic person 
have the same purpose, the moral worth of an action done from duty 
must involve the determining ground or reason why the purpose is 
adopted and not simply the purpose of the action. 

Now, does any of this provide a reason for rejecting consequentialist 
normative principles? First, Kant distinguishes actions determined by 
duty and actions determined by inclination and argues that dutiful 
actions have moral worth. Since a consequentialist can aim to promote 
the good because of a conception of its rightness or a sense of duty, and 
not because of a natural inclination, the above distinction provides no 
reason for denying moral worth to actions based on a consequentialist 
normative principle. Second, Kant argues that the moral worth of 
actions done from duty does not depend, as its determining ground, on 
the purpose of the action but rather on the maxim of the action. None- 
theless, the ultimate purpose of all dutiful action may be to promote the 
greatest possible good. Kant's example of the dutiful philanthropist, 
who acts in accordance with the duty of making the happiness of others 
his or her end, clearly shows that in this passage Kant is not arguing 
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against a consequentialist account of the content of the moral law. In 
these sections of the Groundwork, Kant has not argued against the view 
that a conscientious moral agent strives to promote the greatest good. 

Kant's thesis is that, if an action is to have moral worth, the deter- 
mining ground of the will cannot be the inner pleasure we experience in 
performing the action or any desire for personal benefit. As a conse- 
quence, the purpose of the action, considered independently from its 
determining ground, cannot be the source of its moral worth. Kant 
concludes, however, that the moral law is purely formal: it determines 
the will because of its legislative form alone and not because of any 
material content (1788: 48). The implication seems to be that all 
principles with material content presuppose, as the determining ground 
of the will, a desire for personal benefit or pleasure. 

III. FORMAL AND MATERIAL PRINCIPLES 

Before we turn to Kant's account of moral motivation and his argu- 
ments that the moral law is a formal principle, we must first clarify his 
distinction between the form and the matter of a principle. Kant writes, 

all practical principles which presuppose an object (material) of the faculty of desire as 
the determining ground of the will are without exception empirical (material) ... by the 
term "material of the faculty of desire," I understand an object whose reality is desired 
(1788: 21). 

Kant intends to prove that moral maxims must be formal maxims. The 
formal/material distinction, however, leaves room for a broad interpre- 
tation, which classifies as a 'material maxim' any maxim which aims to 
realize a set of ends, or a narrow interpretation which classifies as a 
'material maxim' maxims which have as their aim the satisfaction of a 
mere inclination or desire. On the narrow interpretation it is the motive 
for adopting a principle and not the content of the principle which 
determines whether or not it is a material principle. It is easy to conflate 
these two possibilities. Paton, for example, states that "the moral maxim 
is not based on any mere inclination to produce certain results: it holds 
irrespective of the ends which the action is intended to produce" 7. If 
the maxim of my action is to promote the greatest good, whatever the 
consequences to my self-interest, then the maxim does not hold "irre- 
spective of the ends which the action is intended to produce." Nonethe- 
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less, we need not presuppose that the basis of the action is a "mere 
inclination." More generally, when Kant talks about material maxims 
presupposing "subjective ends" he can mean either "ends of a subject" 
or "ends which satisfy the interests or inclinations of the subject." If he 
means the former, consequentialist principles are material. If he means 
the latter, consequentialist principles need not be material. 

Kant does state that any principle which presupposes as its deter- 
mining ground an object whose reality is desired is a material principle. 
Since consequentialist principles presuppose a conception of the good 
(object), one might claim that they are material principles. The issue, 
however, is whether the principle "presupposes as its determining 
ground" a desire for an object; the issue is not whether the principle 
presupposes a conception of the good. Consequentialist principles need 
not presuppose that all rational beings, independent from their sense of 
duty, in fact desire the good (object) that they ought to promote. A 
dutiful consequentialist may strive to promote the general good, not 
because of a natural inclination to do so, but because it is the right thing 
to do. 

If the formal/material distinction involves the reason or motive of an 
agent adopting a moral principle and not the purpose or content of the 
principle, then consequentialist principles are not necessarily material 
principles. Neo-Kantians are thus faced with a problem: if the formal/ 
material distinction has to do with moral motivation and not the 
content of the principle of right, then how can Kant's arguments for the 
formality of the moral law rule out consequentialist principles of right? 

I believe that Kant's position is clear. Since, as Kant often states, all 
maxims have a matter or content (1785: 436), his point is to emphasize 
that the determining ground or motive of a moral agent cannot be a 
mere inclination to bring about some state of affairs. Indeed, Kant's 
doctrine that, if there is a categorical imperative, then something must 
exist as an end-in-itself, as an "objective end" for all rational beings, 
demonstrates that not all ends of a subject are "subjective ends" (1785: 
427-428). In addition, Kant's examples of the motive of duty in the 
Groundwork clearly demonstrate that duty may require us to promote 
good consequences (1785: 397-400). As Kant explicitly states, "to 
help others where one can is a duty" (1785: 398). As we saw above, 
both the sympathetic person and the dutiful person act directly, without 
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any further goal, so as to promote the happiness of others. The differ- 
ence is that the determining ground of the will of the sympathetic 
person is inclination not duty. (Kant's conception of an objective end 
and its compatibility with normative consequentialism are discussed at 
greater length below.) 

Consequentialist normative principles are material principles only if 
there is a necessary or causal link between the content of a principle 
and the motive for adopting the principle. For example, if all principles 
which aim to promote an end presuppose a desire for pleasure, then 
any principle which presupposes an end would be based on hedonistic 
self-interest. In other words, if (phenomenal) psychological hedonism 
were true, then all material principles would be principles of self-love 
(rational egoism). I return to this point in sections (IV)-(VI). We shall 
see that it is the assumption of psychological hedonism which leads 
Kant to reject consequentialist normative principles. 

IV. KANT'S THEORY OF THE GOOD8 

We have been focusing on Kant's distinction between formal and 
material maxims and I have suggested that, since one can adopt a 
consequentialist normative principle because of a conception of its 
rightness, even if we are not naturally inclined to promote the good, 
consequentialist normative principles may have a "determining ground" 
which is in the requisite sense formal. There is, however, an indepen- 
dent reason for thinking that the determining ground of the moral will 
must be a non-consequentialist formal principle. According to Kant, 
"the moral law is that which first determines the concept of the good". 
It is only after one has discovered a "law which directly determined the 
will a priori" that one can seek an object suitable to the good will 
(1788: 64). A good will is a perfectly rational will; that is, rational 
action is conduct supremely regulated by moral laws. The object of 
rational willing or a good will is the good. We must first discover the 
moral laws which regulate rational conduct and then we can determine 
what is good. Since consequentialist normative principles require us to 
promote the good, it might be claimed that all such principles have the 
foundations of duty backwards: the good does not determine the moral 
law, the moral law determines what is good. Prior to considering Kant's 
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arguments for the formality of the moral law, it is necessary to address 
this objection. 

I offer three responses. 
(1) On Kant's theory of the good, we will the good because it is the 

object of rational action (1785: 413 and 1788: 57-66). Kant's theory 
of the good is rather complicated; for a detailed discussion, I refer the 
reader to Christine Korsgaard's recent papers.9 But the basic idea is as 
follows. We all know that a good will is the only thing good without 
qualification and that a good will is a rational will. Kant maintains that 
rational nature is the source of all value and is thus the only thing which 
has unconditional value. All other goods have conditional value; and 
the condition of their value is the actual choice of rational beings. As 
Korsgaard puts it, rational choice has "value-conferring" status. Rational 
nature sets itself apart from the rest of nature because it can act on 
principle, that is, rational beings have the capacity to (freely) choose 
and act on ends. When chosen rationally, when the condition of their 
value is met, our ends are objectively good. According to Kant, the 
ends of rational acts are good, because they are the objects of rational 
acts. Leaving aside complications and details, Kant maintains that, in 
some important sense, the good is determined by the practical law or 
objective principles which determine the rational will. 

Nonetheless, even if the practical law which determines the practi- 
cally good must be a formal principle of rational willing, the matter of 
the law may involve promoting the greatest overall good. I shall 
question the plausibility of Kant's theory of the good below; but, for the 
moment, let us accept Kant's account of the nature of value (or 
Korsgaard's interpretation of Kant's view) - that is, rational nature is 
the source of all value and is thus the only thing that has unconditional 
value. All other things only have value insofar as they are chosen by 
rational beings. On Kant's view, as interpreted by Korsgaard, the good 
consists of the unconditionally valuable and the conditionally valuable. 
Within the good there is a lexical priority of value: unconditional value 
may never be sacrificed to conditional value. That is, rational beings 
and the basic conditions necessary for their existence may never be 
sacrificed in order to promote happiness or other conditional value.'0 
But such a hierarchy of value is simply not inconsistent with normative 
consequentialism. Even if one accepts the claim that rational nature has 
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value-conferring status and thus also has unconditional value, the moral 
law may nonetheless involve promoting the good. On this interpretation 
of Kant, we have an unconditional duty to promote conditional value 
(we have a duty to promote the happiness of others in so far as we are 
able) and, given Kant's theory of value, we ought to promote the 
conditions necessary for the existence of rational beings (the uncondi- 
tionally valuable). A consequentialist normative principle tells us to 
promote the good. If one accepts Kant's two levels of value, then one 
must first promote the unconditionally good and then promote the 
conditionally good, but one must still strive to promote the greatest 
good. I' 

More generally, it is crucial that one distinguish the foundation or 
justification of one's basic normative principle and the principle itself. 
As such diverse consequentialists as R. M. Hare, J. C. Harsanyi, J. S. 
Mill, and G. E. Moore clearly indicate, there are many roads leading to 
a consequentialist normative principle - some of them teleological at 
the foundational level some of them not. Hare's universal prescriptivism 
argues from the logic of moral concepts to a consequentialist normative 
principle. Harsanyi argues that in a Rawlsian "original position" free 
and equal rational contractors would maximize average utility by 
choosing a rule utilitarian decision strategy. And then there is Mill's 
naturalism, Moore's intuitionism, and several other recent alternatives. 
Kant's theory of the good is distinct. The concept of rational action 
determines what is good. Nonetheless, the matter of the fundamental 
normative principle may be to promote the greatest good. In more 
Kantian terminology, the form of the principle of rational action may 
determine the content of the good, but the matter of the principle may 
nonetheless involve promoting the good. Kant's contention that the 
form of the moral law determines the acceptable matter or content is 
consistent with a duty-based consequentialism. (Kant's argument for the 
priority of form over matter is presented and considered below.) 

(2) Kant's theory of the good is compatible with normative conse- 
quentialism. It is worth noting, however, that Kant's specific argument 
for his conclusion about the practically good does not rule out a more 
standard consequentialist theory of the good. Kant writes, "the practi- 
cally good is that which determines the will by concepts of reason, and 
therefore not by subjective causes, but objectively - that is, on grounds 
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valid for every rational being as such" (1785: 413). Kant distinguishes 
being moved by subjective causes or inclinations and being guided by 
reason, and he states that practical good determines the will by reasons 
which are valid for all rational beings. Kant's argument for this conclu- 
sion is as follows.'2 (i) If the concept of the practically good is not 
derived from a practical law, "it can only be the concept of something 
whose existence promises pleasure and thus determines the causality of 
the subject (the faculty of desire) to produce it" (1788: 58). According 
to Kant, practical good is either based on a practical law or it is based 
on a desire for pleasure. (ii) But good and evil are not the same as 
pleasant and unpleasant (1788: 58). We distinguish our well-being (Das 
Wohl) and the good (Das Gute) (1788: 59). (iii) An action may lead to 
much unhappiness for the subject and still be good or lead to much 
happiness for the subject and still be evil (1788: 60). (iv) Thus, the 
practically good is not the furthering of our personal happiness but a 
"manner of acting" which is derived from a practical law (1788: 60ff). 
A practical law (moral law) determines the concept of the practically 
good. 

This argument provides no justification for ruling out a consequen- 
tialist normative principle (practical law) which is not hedonistic and 
egoistic. At most, Kant establishes that practical good involves acting 
on principle and it does not involve mere inclination or the furthering 
of personal happiness. The argument does not rule out all consequen- 
tialist principles of action. Consider each part of his argument: (i) 
Consequentialist principles provide reasons for actions and they need 
not ground the moral law on our personal well being or on a desire for 
pleasure. (ii) According to many consequentialist principles, good and 
evil are not the same as pleasant and unpleasant. (iii) An action may be 
required by a consequentialist principle even though it does not further 
my happiness and an action may lead to much personal happiness but 
nonetheless be impermissible. (iv) It follows that the above argument 
does not rule out consequentialist normative principles. The practical 
law which determines the practically good may be the principle of 
promoting the greatest overall good. A good will may be good because 
it strives to promote the good without regard to its self-interest. 

Kant's arguments only show that the motive for promoting the good 
can not be hedonic self-interest. But, Kant has not made some sort of 
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logical blunder. His point was to emphasize that moral motivation, 
unlike empirical motivation, is non-hedonic and non-egoistic. As a 
consequence of his psychological hedonism, he does not adequately 
consider alternative consequentialist normative principles. 

(3) Thus far I have argued that a Kantian lexical priority of value is 
not inconsistent with a consequentialist normative principle and that the 
practical law which determines the practically good may be a conse- 
quentialist principle. In addition, the argument for the conclusion that 
rational nature is unconditionally valuable is not convincing. As 
developed by Korsgaard, Kant's argument maintains that rational 
nature is unconditionally valuable because it is the condition of all 
value. What is the basis of this inference? An obvious candidate is the 
following principle: If something is a necessary condition of all value, 
then that thing has unconditional value. Korsgaard's argument seems to 
be the following: 13 Without the capacity for rational choice there could 
be no judgement that anything has unconditional value. Furthermore, 
value is not something that exists in the world prior to and independent 
of the judgement of any rational agent. Thus, if there is no judgement 
that something has value then there is no thing that has value. The 
argument concludes that rational nature is unconditionally valuable 
because it is the condition of all value. Since having unconditional value 
and existing as an end-in-itself are equivalent, it follows that rational 
nature exists as an end-in-itself. 

The argument assumes that a necessary condition of all value must 
be unconditionally valuable. Is this a plausible inference? In cases that 
do not involve a necessary condition of all value, the inference is not 
plausible. For example, assume that a necessary condition of tomatoes 
being valuable is that there are beings that are hungry. It does not 
follow that the existence of hungry beings is unconditionally valuable. 
Similarly, assume that the condition of all value is a good will (or 
rational nature); for example, a person's happiness is valuable in pro- 
portion to his or her virtue (or the realization of ends is valuable if the 
ends are chosen rationally). Why should it follow that virtue (or rational 
nature) is unconditionally valuable? From the premise that ends are 
only valuable if they are rationally chosen it follows that rational nature 
brings value into the world, but it does not follow that rational nature 
has unconditional value. On the contrary, it may be the case that 
rational nature has value only if it in fact brings value into the world. 
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Korsgaard sometimes writes as if value is some stuff and as if 
rational beings are full of this value and are the "source" of this stuff. 
She writes, "goodness, as it were, flows into the world from the good 
will" 14. This is, I assume, simply a metaphor; but it is clearly ill chosen. 
After all, "the primary advantage of the Kantian theory of goodness" is 
suppose to be that even "intrinsic value ... is not ontological"15. Since 
Kantian value is not ontological, rational beings do not need to be full 
of value to be a condition of value. Since prior to rational choice there 
is no value, it would be preferable to say that value is produced by or 
originates from rational beings. But why then should one conclude that 
rational beings have value independently from and over and above the 
value they produce? 6 

This last point is worth noting, but it is not essential to the main 
argument of this paper. Even if there is a good argument for a lexical 
priority of value, Kant's theory of the good does not provide a basis for 
rejecting a consequentialist normative principle. First, Kant's theory of 
the conditionally good and the unconditionally good, a lexical priority 
of value, is compatible with the normative principle that one ought to 
promote the good. Second, given Kant's argument, the practical law 
which determines practical good may be a non-egoistic consequentialist 
principle. 

With this objection out of the way we may return to where we left 
off. In the previous two sections, I argued that even if the determining 
ground of the fundamental moral principle is a conception of its 
rightness, the fundamental moral principle still has an end or content 
and the principle could be consequentialist in structure. If one accepts 
Kant's arguments and normative consequentialism, then a conscientious 
moral agent strives to promote the good because it is right or required 
by a practical law. On Kant's view, however, a good-willed person is 
determined to perform actions because the maxim of the action has 
universal form; it is the universal form which makes the action right. 
The issue thus becomes whether or not Kant's arguments, that the 
determining ground of the moral law is its universal form, provide a 
reason for rejecting a consequentialist interpretation of the moral law's 
content. In the process of considering this issue we shall also recon- 
struct and consider the adequacy of Kant's reasons for concluding that 
the form of the moral law is prior to and determines the content of the 
moral law. 
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V. RATIONAL EGOISM AND THE MORAL LAW 

We shall consider three interrelated arguments for Kant's conclusion, 
two in this section and one in the next section, and inquire whether or 
not these arguments support the rejection of consequentialism. Kant's 
arguments focused on the principle of self-love, and not on utilitarian- 
ism. For our purposes, the principle of self-love can be identified with 
psychological egoistic hedonism. Indeed, we shall see that his claim that 
the moral law must be purely formal results from his misguided 
endorsement of psychological hedonism.'7 Of course, that Kant 
embraced a version of phenomenal psychological hedonism, which was 
the prevalent psychological theory of the day, is not news; but the 
degree to which psychological hedonism infects his moral arguments 
has not been adequately appreciated. Simply put, Kant's argument that 
the form of the moral law must determine its content presupposes the 
empirical assumption of psychological hedonism.'" Let us first look at 
Kant's arguments against rational egoism and then see if they generalize 
to all consequentialisms. 

(i) One line of argument in Kant's writings emphasizes the self- 
evidence of his thesis. Kant claims that we all know that the principle of 
furthering one's own happiness (self-love or rational egoism) is the 
direct opposite of the principle of morality. Only those in "the schools", 
who have an axe to grind in support of some theory, "are audacious 
enough to close their ears to that heavenly voice" of morality within us 
(1788: 35). Even the "commonest intelligence" can easily and immedi- 
ately see that the principle of morality is not the principle of self-love 
(1788: 36). Even "a child of say eight or nine years old" can without 
doubt distinguish the requirements of morality and the incentives of 
self-interest (Essays: 286). In the Groundwork Kant emphasizes that 
immorality results from the "powerful counterweight to all the com- 
mands of duty ... the counterweight of his needs and inclinations," 
which makes "the mind waver between motives", and not from an 
ignorance of the principles of morality (1785: 403-405 and 410 
411). There are many places where Kant makes these sorts of claims. 
According to Kant, knowledge of a moral law, which is not the law of 
self-love, is immediately and self-evidently available to all rational 
beings. Indeed, Kant even believes that the particulars of duty are 
self-evident. 
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(ii) Second, Kant also appeals to the moral emotions to show that 
the moral law is not based on self-love. Kant at many places draws 
attention to the fact that when we act on the basis of self-love we 
"cannot silence the accuser" within us (1788: 98). Even those who seem 
to have been born villains find the reproaches of their behavior well- 
grounded (1788: 61 and 99). Similarly, the feeling of respect for moral 
persons, Kant argues, is something that a rational being necessarily 
feels. He writes, 

To a humble plain man, in whom I perceive righteousness in a higher degree than I am 
conscious of in myself, my mind bows whether I choose or not.... Respect is a tribute 
we cannot refuse to pay to merit whether we will or not; we can indeed outwardly 
withhold it, but we cannot help feeling it inwardly (1788: 77). 

Similarly, Kant argues that, no matter what we may have gained in the 
way of fortune or the means to happiness, when we compare ourselves 
with the moral law we feel shame. Since we reproach ourselves even 
when we otherwise gain, this moral reproach must come from a "differ- 
ent criterion of judgment". 

He who has lost at play may be vexed at himself and his imprudence; but when he is 
conscious of having cheated at play, even though he has won, he must despise himself 
as soon as he compares himself with the moral law. This must therefore be something 
else than one's own happiness. For to have to say to himself, "I am a worthless man, 
though I've filled my purse", he must have a different criterion of judgment than if he 
approves of himself and says, "I am a prudent man, for I've enriched my treasure" 
(1788: 37). 

The standard of self-love, of prudence, is one thing, the standard of 
morality is another. That this is so, Kant thinks, is brought out if we 
reflect on our experiences of the moral emotions. 

The primary emphasis of Kant's first two points is that moral 
motivation is distinct from self-interested motivation. Since consequen- 
tialism need not be based on self-interest, these arguments do not tell 
against a consequentialist normative principle. Nonetheless, Stephen 
Darwall has suggested that there is another argument here: "funda- 
mental principles of morality must be a priori principles if we believe 
them to apply to all persons (to all moral agents) and not just to those 
who happen to share certain (for example, human) traits." 19 Two 
points: First, we need to be specific about what we mean by "apply to 
all persons." Kantians often maintain that moral principles must 
provide a motivating reason which is sufficient for all rational beings. 
But this claim is controversial. One can believe that moral principles 
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apply to all persons without also believing that all rational persons 
thereby have a sufficient reason to act on the basis of moral reasons. 
The universality of moral principles does not entail that a rational 
agent's best reasons for action will always be (or will always coincide 
with) the demands of moral reasons.20 

Second, fortunately, we can avoid these difficult questions about 
motivation and moral reasons. Once again, even if moral reasons 
motivate all rational agents, the correct moral reasons could still be 
consequentialist in structure. Kant argues that the determining ground 
of the moral law is the legislative form of the moral law, but as we have 
seen Kant's arguments for this conclusion do not demonstrate that the 
moral law will have a non-consequentialist content. If all rational agents 
are moved by the moral law and if a consequentialist normative prin- 
ciple provides the matter of the moral law, then it would apply in 
the relevant sense to all rational agents. There is nothing intrinsic about 
consequentialist principles which entails that they apply only to those 
who share certain (for example, human) traits. If moral principles do 
indeed provide motivating reasons for all rational agents (in some 
Kantian sense), then the correct consequentialist principle would 
provide motivating reasons for all rational agents. Kant has provided no 
reason for believing that the content of the moral law must be a 
non-consequentialist principle. 

(iii) Finally, and this is the most important point for Kant, we have 
direct access in our experience of moral motivation to a capacity of the 
will which is at odds with the demands of self-love. When confronted 
with the self-evident demands of duty (as outlined in (i) above) we 
know that we can act contrary to our interest and in conformity with 
the moral law. It is only because of this capacity to act contrary to our 
self-interest and in conformity with, the moral law that we experience 
the moral emotions (1788: 98-100). And it is only because of this 
non-egoistic capacity of the will that transgressions of the moral law are 
culpable (1788: 37-38, 97-98, 100). 

According to Kant: If we act morally we are motivated by something 
other than our self-interested desires (1785: 397-400). But reason, in 
its normal means-ends capacity, presupposes some antecedent self- 
interested desire of the agent (1788: 21-25). The principles of 
empirical means-ends reason are hypothetical imperatives, rather than 
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the categorical imperatives of morality. Thus, our experience of the 
moral ought shows us that reason also has a "higher purpose" (1788: 
61-62). It proves that pure reason can be practical: it can guide us 
independently of our empirical (self-interested) desires (1788: 121). 
The imperatives of morality are not based on a survey of our empirical 
desires, because moral imperatives apply to all rational beings whatever 
their self-interested desires happen to be. The character of the will that 
makes a priori categorical imperatives possible is thus, according to 
Kant, noumenal freedom (a free will) and conversely, that we experi- 
ence being motivated by categorical imperatives is evidence that we in 
fact possess noumenal freedom (a free will) (1788: 29, 120-121). As a 
corollary, through moral motivation we have access to (practical knowl- 
edge of) our intelligible selves and our noumenal freedom (1788: 94). 
As we shall see below, there are gaps in this argument; but this rough 
characterization will do for now. 

VI. CONSEQUENTIALISM AND THE MORAL LAW 

If Kant is to establish his thesis that the moral law must determine the 
will in virtue of its form alone, and thereby rule out utilitarianism, then 
his third argument must do all the work. This last argument, however, 
presupposes the truth of psychological hedonism: it presupposes that all 
motives other than the moral motive are ultimately grounded in a desire 
for pleasure. 

Kant writes, 

The determining ground of choice consists in the conception of an object and its 
relation to the subject, whereby the faculty of desire is determined to seek its realiza- 
tion. Such a relation to the subject is called pleasure in the reality of an object, and it 
must be presupposed as the condition of the possibility of the determination of choice 
(1788:21). 

According to Kant, we can not make sense of an agent's motivation to 
seek an object without assuming that the agent is determined (caused) 
to seek the object because it will give pleasure. This is so "whether the 
pleasures have their origin in the sense or in the understanding" (1788: 
22-23). Since any desire for an object (an empirical situation) is 
grounded in the agent's susceptibility to pleasure and pain, Kant 
concludes, "to be happy is necessarily the desire of any rational but 
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finite being, and thus an unavoidable determinant of its faculty of 
desire" (1788: 25).21 

As a consequence of his psychological hedonism, Kant maintains 
that if universal happiness were the determining ground of the will, then 
we would have to presuppose that the agent finds a natural satisfaction 
in helping others. Kant writes, 

the happiness of others may be the object of the will of a rational being, but if it were 
the determining ground of the maxim, not only would one have to presuppose that we 
find in the welfare of others a natural satisfaction but also one would have to find a 
want such as that which is occasioned in some men by a sympathetic disposition ... 
The material of the maxim can indeed remain but cannot be its condition, for then it 
would not be fit for a law. The mere form of a law, which limits its material, must be a 
condition for adding this material to the will but not presuppose it as the condition of 
the will (1788: 34). 

The happiness of others cannot be the determining ground of the will 
because it would then be based on our desire for pleasure and would 
thus be a principle of self-love. 

It is interesting to note that in this passage Kant explicitly allows for 
the compatibility of the categorical imperative and a principle of 
universal happiness. Kant's objection is very subtle: the material of the 
maxim can be the happines of others, but the determining ground (the 
motive presupposed by the maxim) must be solely the legislative form 
of the maxim. Only then, he argues, do we avoid maxims of self-love. In 
justification of this point, Kant argues that when the object of the will of 
a rational being is the happiness of others "the determining ground of 
the will" is that "we find in the welfare of others a natural satisfaction 
... a want such as that which is occasioned in some men by a 
sympathetic disposition. This want, however, I cannot presuppose in 
every rational being" (1788: 34). Since such a determining ground of 
the will lacks universality, Kant concludes that it is an unfit moral 
motive. It is our capacity to determine our will only by the form of our 
maxims that provides the universality constitutive of moral motivation 
(1788: 29). 

It follows from Kant's views about the psychology of motivation that 
any empirical condition (material determining ground) of the will must 
be contingently based on pleasure: if the material of the maxim directly 
determines the will, it does so because its reality brings pleasure to the 
subject and it is thus a principle of self-love. Since the moral law is not 
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a principle of self-love, Kant concludes that the form of the moral law 
must precondition and limit an acceptable content. The determining 
ground of moral motivation is the form of the maxim alone. 

We may reconstruct Kant's argument as follows: (1) There is such a 
thing as moral motivation and the moral law. (2) Moral motivation and 
the moral law are not based on self-love. (3) The determining ground of 
the will (or motive) of all principles with material content is a desire for 
pleasure, i.e. they are based on self-love (1788: 22). Thus, from (2) and 
(3), (4) all material principles are unfit for the moral law. (5) If we 
subtract (or abstract) all of the material content of a principle, then all 
that is left is its legislative form (or law as such) (1788: 26-29). Thus, 
from (1), (4), and (5), (6) the moral will is determined by the legislative 
form of its maxims alone. (7) Moral principles apply universally to all 
rational beings (1788: 20-21; 1785: 389). Thus, from (6) and (7), (8) 
Moral principles determine the will because of their universal legislative 
form; the fundamental law of pure practical reason is "so act that the 
maxim of your will could always hold at the same time as a principle 
establishing universal law" (1788: 30). 

We are interested in conclusion (6). The basic premises which 
support (6) are (1), (2), (3), and (5). Premise (3), however is plausible 
only if one already accepts conclusion (6). The argument, thus, begs the 
question against consequentialist normative principles. As an example, 
consider classical utilitarianism: roughly, an action is right, required by 
the moral law, if it tends to lead to the greatest good for the greatest 
number. If one is motivated by this principle, then one believes that one 
ought to advance the good, whether one likes it or not, whatever the 
consequences to oneself. Such a principle need not be based on self- 
love, and yet it has a material content. Indeed, if the determining 
ground of a principle is an objective end, an end for all rational beings 
rather than the subjective end of pleasure, then the principle has 
material content and it is not based on self-love. Kant's conclusion that 
the form of the moral law must determine the content of the moral law, 
follows only if one accepts the misguided thesis of psychological 
hedonism. 

When confronted with the phenomena of moral motivation, Kant 
should have rejected psychological hedonism. As a consequence of his 
distinction between the phenomenal and noumenal realms and his 
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phenomenal incompatibilism, Kant instead argues for the noumenal 
status of moral will. I shall not pursue this argument and the serious 
problems it raises for Kant's moral philosophy.22 My concern is modern 
day neo-Kantians who assume that Kant has provided good grounds for 
rejecting consequentialism. These theorists wish to develop Kant's moral 
philosophy without the cumbersome baggage of his metaphysics and I 
assume that they do not embrace phenomenal psychological hedonism. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Kant begins by arguing that if an action is to have moral worth then 
the motive, the determining ground of the will, cannot be a dlesire for 
pleasure. Kant concludes that the moral law is purely formal: it deter- 
mines the will because of its legislative form alone, and not because of 
any material content. We have seen that if the formal/material distinc- 
tion involves only the motive and not the content of the principle of 
right, then Kant's arguments for the formality of the moral law do not 
rule out consequentialist principles of right. We have also seen that 
Kant's theory of the good is compatible with a consequentialist norma- 
tive principle. In addition, we have evaluated three arguments for the 
conclusion that the universal legislative form of the moral law is the 
determining ground of the moral law and seen that in each case Kant's 
arguments are compatible with a consequentialist normative principle. 
In addition we have seen that Kant's conclusion that the form of the 
moral law must determine its content depends on his endorsement of 
phenomenal psychological hedonism. Finally, I maintain throughout 
that Kant was not attempting to refute all consequentialist normative 
principles; Kant's target was rational egoism and Kant's problem was 
his commitment to both the existence of moral motivation and the 
dubious doctrine of psychological hedonism. 

In this paper, I have not disputed the deontological aspect of Kant's 
theory at the foundational or justificatory level; and I have acknowl- 
edged that Kant often emphasizes the non-consequentialist aspects of 
common sense morality. The topic of this paper is whether or not Kant 
provided good grounds for rejecting consequentialist normative theories: 
theories which assert that the basic normative principle requires us to 
promote certain ends. We have seen that Kant's foundational arguments 
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do not provide any good reasons for rejecting consequentialist norma- 
tive theories.23 
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